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ANISOTROPY IN PARTICLE EXPANSION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrL2ELkQOiE

ENHANCEMENT OF INPLANE EXPANSION NO SUCH INTERACTIONS
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ANISOTROPY IN PARTICLE EXPANSION

M. Riordan, W. Zajc, Sci. Am., May 2006, 34-41.
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ANISOTROPY IN PARTICLE EXPANSION

M. Riordan, W. Zajc, Sci. Am., May 2006, 34-41.

FLOW OF PARTICLES VS ANTIPARTICLES

STAR Collaboration: Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 14902

Increasing difference with decreasing of collision energy 
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THEORETICAL SCENARIOS
1. Mean field: repulsive potential for quarks and attractive for antiquarks (Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 012301 (2014)) 

repulsive potential - likely to move along to participant plane direction 
attractive potential - likely to move in perpendicular to participant plane direction

MEAN FIELD

QUARKS ANTIQUARKS

INCREASE FLOW DECREASE FLOW
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THEORETICAL SCENARIOS
1. Mean field: repulsive potential for quarks and attractive for antiquarks (Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 012301 (2014)) 

2. Transported (coming from collided nuclei) and produced protons  (Phys.Rev. C86 (2012) 044901): 

TRANSPORTED PROTON

PRODUCED (ANTI)PROTON
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THEORETICAL SCENARIOS
1. Mean field: repulsive potential for quarks and attractive for antiquarks (Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 012301 (2014)) 

TRANSPORTED PROTON

PRODUCED (ANTI)PROTON

‣ transported protons have strongly positive correlation in comparison with 
produced 
‣ both produced protons and antiprotons have similar flow - origin from same 

part of evolution 
‣ transported p go through all evolution process of transformation of initial 

geometry eccentricities to anisotropy in momentum, produced can commit part 
of scenario 
‣ energy dependence can be explained by nuclear stopping

Biao Tu: Chin.Phys. C43 (2019) no.5, 054106

UrQMD

Most Central%

2. Transported (coming from collided nuclei) and produced protons  (Phys.Rev. C86 (2012) 044901): 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION MEAN FIELD

QUARKS ANTIQUARKS

INCREASE FLOW DECREASE FLOW

Mean field scenario:  
expected proton and antiproton violate NCQ(KET) scaling in the same 
magnitude (but opposite sign)

STAR: Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 14902
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‣ Protons break the NCQ(KET) scaling 

‣ The mean field scenario not validated?
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STAR: Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 14902
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Transported protons:  

‣ Protons break the NCQ(KET) scaling 

‣ Protons breaking scaling = not originating from the 
same part of evolution?

STAR: Phys. Rev. C 88 (2013) 14902
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SUMMARY
- Two possible explanations of proton - antiproton flow differences are being studied 

- NCQ(KET) of v2 scaling does not validate the mean field approach 

- NCQ(KET) of v2 scaling broken by protons - what is the origin of protons’ expansion? 
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- Two possible explanations of proton - antiproton flow differences are being studied 

- NCQ(KET) of v2 scaling does not validate the mean field approach 

- NCQ(KET) of v2 scaling broken by protons - what is the origin of protons’ expansion? 

- What about the flow factorisation?

SUMMARY

vn = v2
n(p1, pref )/ v2

n(pref , pref )

Flow expected to be reference independent
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SUMMARY

Thank you for attention!

- Two possible explanations of proton - antiproton flow differences are being studied 

- NCQ(KET) of v2 scaling does not validate the mean field approach 

- NCQ(KET) of v2 scaling broken by protons - what is the origin of protons’ expansion? 

- What about the flow factorisation?
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FLUCTUATIONS?

Negligible difference in triangular flow in comparison with v2. 

Xu Sun, PhD Thesis

EP TRIANGULAR FLOW - FLUCTUATION-DRIVEN QUANTITY 


